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About This Game

Armor Clash is an RTS game of modern warfare, containing classic features like base building, unit training etc. Players can
pick modern armors such as M1A2, T-14 to form identical legions. With realistic effects and fast paced battle, players will

enjoy commanding their armored forces to break down the enemy.

Contents and Features:

1. Traditional RTS gameplay, with base building, unit training and fast paced battle.

2. Faction customization. 31 vehicles available to form your own legion.

3. Day night cycle.

4. Neutral forces and commander leveling system. Veteran units have different appearances and fire effect.

5. Local network multiplayer.

6. Through 9 months' early access, 10 major updates, this game is improved much more.
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7. There are both PC, Mac and Linux version.

8. All updates free, the old school way.

Weak Points:

1. There is no campaign, but there are 10 replayable skirmish maps, fighting AIs from easy to brutal.

2. Max player number is 2, because there are huge amounts of realistic physics effects in the game, 2 players at max will
ensure the good performance during fierce battle.

About desktop version:
Armor Clash is only for desktop gameplay, its VR version is Armor Clash VR, which is run on SteamVR and has different

gameplay.

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/windforcegame
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBZwzZdctak

Realistic battle environment, each map has its identical environment sytle.
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Classic RTS gameplay, with base building and unit training.
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The commander and units can level up during battle, veteran units have different appearances.
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Faction customization: Players can pick units in the armory to form their own legions.
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Title: Armor Clash
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Windforce
Publisher:
Windforce
Release Date: 22 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10

Processor: 2.5 GHz CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Compatitable Graphic card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4023 MB available space

English
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I got this game hoping for a more in-depth "fruit ninja" experience. It does many things right, unlike fruit ninja you need to
have edge control of the weapon and follow through with your strike much like a real sword. This is great, however, there is a
delay between the way you turn the blade and the game registering it has been turned. In short there is latency. This causes
frustration since you need to angle the weapon for the strike you require in advance of making the strike. In a game that requires
fast reflexes and quick turns of the sword to hit the fruit that you missed on the first pass, latency is unforgivable and to a
degree makes the game unplayable.

TL:DR It is good, the ideas are there but due to latency and edge control I cannot recommend.. First going into the game your
arent sure what is going on and is very confusing controls are not listed and isnt really a general good game. nice and fun. Very
useful software, but need more improvement, like ability to set hotkeys, I need hotkey for gif/png export. it also sometimes
crash while I am working. I also need features like batch export but I don't have to set fps for each entities.. World hardest game
in 3D ♥♥♥♥ing hell. I Recommend this game, Its lots of fun

Its quite enjoyable and relaxing but its still needs more work & more content.
The dev's have started adding some much needed features
with more content and bug fixes on the way.

Basically you have to manage a pub feeding hungry rude little Gnomes
as they drink all your ale & leave dirty dishes all over the floor.

If you intend to have an abusive conversation with all your unruly patrons
then this is the game for you.. Check out my Steam Curator page, "Minorthreatt Gaming Reviews." I have the most organized
and extensive genre lists on Steam! Be sure to "FOLLOW" for more of my recommendations: 
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/31339849-Minorthreatt-Gaming-Reviews/?appid=257170

The Short of it: Think side-scrolling shooter like the classic R-Type, but with an odd "trying to utilize aspects of what makes
Cuphead great" that results in unintended hilariousness. A strange, but OK experience.
. You can read my Romopolis review here.

I know that Townopolis is older game, but I played Romopolis first, so I'll write from that point of view.

Townopolis is basically the same game as Romopolis, with different skin, placed in modern towns, so I won't go into detail
about the game; all that you can read in my Romopolis review.

I'll just enter a few of the differences, that'll make sense to you only if you already played Romopolis xD

2 of the building resources (wood and stone) are here represented with one resource Materials. This makes the resources
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easier to follow.

Normal housing adds happiness to other normal housing around it.

Some buildings and all apartments subtract happiness from normal housing.

Building inspection won't automatically disable building collapsing, but will enable you to build additional upgrade that
will disable it for each building separately. Upgrade disappears if additional upgrade is built. This is a cause of great
frustration in this game xD

Other buildings usually have their own profit based on current population.

I hope I remembered everything.

Anyway, if you liked Romopolis, you will like this also (and vice-versa). If you didn't there is pretty much nothing different..
great movement
- sound always works
- totally not buggy
- you can quit the game from the main menu
- many people play this game
- i like it
- not. This is an pretty awesome police game. I love the graphic style and how the game is keeping you occupied. It's a really
interesting game to play.
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Simply just abandonware, avoid unless you can somehow purchase for free or 1 cent but even then you'll finish the content the
game has to offer in 5 minutes flat.. I have played probably something like 20 hours on my Wii when I first got this game. To
this day it still is one of my favourite games. However this PC port has more than a few glitches or bugs, sometimes causing the
level to be uncompleteable. Still it is a very good game that I recommend fully.. i try and play it and the graphics are really good
but when i move it jurking all the time but i was on my laptoip then but im hoping ti instsall it on my pc computer then i will
have a better rewiew then. this is lego indiana jones but for pc so its automatically impossible to jump from a ledge. Not a bad
game at all by any means with fun realtime combat and the uniqueness of each accel world and SAO having different abilities
but when i saw this game i was really hoping it would have character customization / creation to it... and was disappointed for
that fact alone i liked accel world so much that i thought it would be awesome to make my own inspired accel world character
and maybe cross him between SAO and Accel world but your stuck playing as main and side characters from both the series,
i'm not going to hate the game entirely for this but i do chalk it up to a really huge missed oppertunity.. Not what I expected
from a Painkiller game. I loved the Black edition, but this is just not good. Extremely long load times, like I thought it had
crashed since it was taking so long. Its not evident where to go which is annoying. Bugs. Didn't keep my saves properly causing
me to have to replay parts. Skip this one and move on.. Okay, this game has gotten some negative reviews, mostly (at the time of
writing) about the hunger/life-bar. Going by them though you'd miss out on a very neat game, let me tell you why.

Essentially, this game is very similar to the Adventure Island series for the NES, which started as a retool of the Wonderboy
game. You're on an epic quest to save your girlfriend from a continent-sized prehysteric monster. You chase after her through a
series of levels with their own themes (swamp/forest/desert/cave/lavacave/etc.), collect power-ups, food and dino-eggs in order
to make travelling and finding hidden things easier. You also have to face big bosses and be speedy about going through the
levels due to the hunger/life bar.

So far, it sounds like you just need to shave your character to find Master Higgins, but the truth is that Dinocide has some of its
own charms and flaws. Big point on the charm side is that each level has at least one hidden something, be that a crystal, a
mecha or a group photo of the dev team. Each level has a fun design with surprisingly detailed bg's. Downsides are that the
hunger bar depletes quickly and that you can't return to a previous level so exploring them takes multiple playthroughs. Bottom
line is though that while most of the challenge comes from the hunger bar, it is a very fun game and definitely worth the price.. i
recommend not playing this. It detects your drivers and updates them. Simple as that. Just get the new one, it's better.. Alice in
Wonderland meets Unreal Turnament. Could be fun with players, but servers are empty, so its
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